Transform Autism Education Multiplier

9th February 2017

Building Autism Friendly Schools through the Transform Autism Education Project

Program

17.00 Welcome: Dr Karen Guldberg, Director of TAE Project

Thanasis Kamoutsis, President of the Greek Society for the protection of autistic people

17.10 Katerina Laskaridis, Psychologist: Transforming Educational Practice in Autism: An Overview

17.40 Dr Katingo-Hadjipateras Giannoulis (psychologist) and Kaiti Seretis: Needs of teachers and trainers before and after the implementation of the program

18.10 Lambrini Ioannou, Psychologist: The benefits of participation in Level 3 training

18.30 - 18.45 Break

18.45 Dr Adamantia Psallidakou, teacher: The role of teachers in the convergence between training and educational practice

19.15 Afroditi Sakellaridou, School director: From painful crisis to creative present

19.30 Adults in the spectrum: Videos and interviews - Discussion